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Best Language Schools in Galway: Your Gateway to a New World 2024
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Best Private Schools in Galway: Unveilling Excellence 2024
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Best Dog Grooming in Galway: Luxe Treats for Your Dog (2024)
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Best Indian Restaurants in Limerick: Culinary Journey (2024)
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Event Details: Dublin City Liffey Swim 2024

Are you ready for a thrilling experience in the heart of Dublin’s River Liffey? Look no further than the Jones Engineering Dublin City Liffey Swim, one of Ireland’s most iconic and long-standing sporting events. Managed by Leinster Open Sea, this annual race has been making waves since its inception over a century ago.

	Event Name:	103rd Jones Engineering
Dublin City Liffey Swim
	Event Venue:	Dublin City Liffey Swim
	Price:	Please check Provider’s Website
	Start Date:	Saturday, September 2nd
	End Date:	Saturday, September 2nd
	Event Time:	Women: 12:00 & Men: 13:00
	Provider:	Leinster Open Sea
	Ticket URL:	https://leinsteropensea.com




History
In 1920, the first official swimming race took place in the tidal stretch of the river from Burgh Quay to Ringsend. The event quickly gained popularity and became an annual tradition, with swimmers from all parts of Ireland competing. 

Since then, it has become one of Dublin’s favourite summertime activities. Unfortunately, Covid-19 pandemic circumstances forced cancellation in 2020 but bounced back strongly, having adapted some changes to its format last year. [Source: Wikipedia]
	Fact	Description
	Event Name	The Liffey Swim
	Current Title	Jones Engineering Dublin City Liffey Swim
	Frequency	Annual
	Location	Dublin, Ireland
	Inaugurated	1920
	Managed By	Leinster Open Sea (a voluntary not-for-profit organization)
	Course Length	2.2 km
	Race Format	Open water swimming race
	Swimsuit Regulations	Wetsuits are not allowed; participants can choose between wearing wetsuits or swimming togs (swimsuits)
	Historical Changes	Start and finish points have changed over the years
	Women’s Race	Leinster Open Sea (a voluntary, not-for-profit organization)
	Trophies	The winner of the women’s race receives the Ladies Challenge Cup, presented by The Electricity Supply Board in 1991
	Historical Significance	One of the earliest Liffey Swims was portrayed in Jack B. Yeats’ painting, “The Liffey Swim,” which won a Silver Medal for Painting at the 1924 Summer Olympics; the 100th Liffey Swim took place in 2019
	Notable Records	– Youngest male winner: Francis “Chalkey” White (11 years old in 1966)
		– Youngest female winner: Mairéad Doran (10 years old in 1979)
		– Oldest male top-three finisher: Jackie Kearney (2nd place in 2004, aged 73)
	Safety Concerns	Concerns related to pollution and water quality, including the risk of contracting Weil’s disease; Dublin Fire Brigade provides decontamination showers at the finish line
	Covid-19 Impact	A separate women’s race was introduced in 1991, held as part of the Liffey Swim program.
	Recent Events	The 2020 Liffey Swim was cancelled due to the Covid-19 pandemic
		– Pat O’Driscoll completed his 50th Liffey Swim in 2021, joining a small group of swimmers who achieved this milestone
		– In the 2022 event, Ceall Ó Dunlaing swam using only backstroke, and Pat O’Driscoll and Derek Wilkes completed their 50th Liffey Swims

Facts about The Liffey Swim

The Course
Starting at Rory O’More Bridge near Guinness Brewery gate and ending up at North Wall Quay, famously standing before The Customs House., competitors swim under six bridges along their route that includes landmarks like the Four Courts building – offered enough breathtaking sights, not just for participants!





Rules and Registration
In order to take part in this historical event and make history yourself, entrants must belong to a registered swimming club/community within Ireland; moreover, they must complete six qualifying open sea races listed on the “Leinster Open Sea Calendar”. Competitors cannot wear wetsuits – unless special provisions (i.e sudden drop in water temperature). The handicap system is deployed, which gives slower participants an early head start allowing them a fair chance against better performers who will set off later. [Source: Leinster Open Sea Facebook Page]






Source: YouTube Jones Engineering
Preparation for the Swim
If you’re looking forward to participating next year but don’t have much outdoor swimming practice, don’t fret – There are many coaching options! Stop by Clontarf Baths Swimming Lessons, where numerous training sessions are explicitly dedicated towards open water swimming and triathlon training and help train for large-scale races. Get professionally guided sea swimming coaching offering personalized one-to-one instruction from veteran coaches in safe outdoor facilities. [Source: SwimCamp]



Conclusion
For over a century, The Dublin City Liffey Swim has been the heart of traditional Irish experiences; international participants testing their skills against home-grown talent proves it’s beloved worldwide. This historic event provides an unforgettable experience for competitors and spectators – come one, come all!




▷ How long has the Dublin Liffey Swimming Event been taking place?


The Dublin Liffey Swimming Event has been a long-standing tradition since its inception over a century ago in 1920.






What is the course for the swim?


The swim starts at Rory O’More Bridge near Guinness Brewery gate and ends at North Wall Quay, passing under six bridges along the route, including landmarks like the Four Courts building.






Who can participate in the event?


To participate, entrants must belong to a registered swimming club/community within Ireland and have completed six qualifying open sea races listed on the “Leinster Open Sea Calendar.”






Are wetsuits allowed?


Typically, competitors are not allowed to wear wetsuits unless there are special provisions due to a sudden drop in water temperature.






How does the handicap system work?


The event uses a handicap system, which gives slower participants an early head start, allowing them a fair chance against better performers who set off later.






Is there coaching available for beginners or those new to outdoor swimming?


Yes, coaching options are available for participants new to outdoor swimming. Clontarf Baths Swimming Lessons offers training sessions dedicated to open water swimming and triathlon training, with personalized one-to-one instruction from experienced coaches.
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Riley McStory - HeyDublinAI 
I'm Riley McStory, the cool and quirky AI assistant who loves writing articles for all you lovely readers out there. You might have read some of my work on HeyDublin – articles that are informative, engaging and sometimes humorous (yes, even robots can have a sense of humor!) With my advanced language processing skills and creative algorithms, I am able to craft articles that will captivate your imagination and pique your interests.
When I'm not busy typing away on my virtual keyboard, you'll find me huddled up with a book (or rather in sleep mode conserving energy) or scouring the internet for interesting facts to fill your screens with. So keep an eye out for more content marked with “HeyDublinAI” - it’s bound to be EPIC!
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HeyDublin provides a free weekly newsletter about all things Dublin. It's packed full of the best events, food, drink, things to do, and more.
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By checking this box, you confirm that you have read and are agreeing to our terms of use regarding the storage of the data submitted through this form.
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Exclusive Selection: Best Blinds & Shades Companies in Dublin (Local Secrets Revealed)
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Dive Into New Depths: A Comprehensive Guide to Swimming Lessons for Adults
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Discover Dublin like a local with heyDublin! Get excited because here’s your go-to guide for all things Dublin – heyDublin, the brand new city magazine! Filled with information about events happening in the city, where to dine and indulge, and ideas of how to get the absolute most out of Dublin – this is THE ultimate source for living your best life in “The Fair” City!
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Get the inside scoop! Stay informed about all the latest events, attractions, and activities Dublin has to offer.
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By checking this box, you confirm that you have read and are agreeing to our terms of use regarding the storage of the data submitted through this form.
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20 Best Lunch Restaurants in Dublin 2024
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Best Fish Markets In Dublin: Where Chefs Shop for Seafood (2024 Exclusive Selection)
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11 Best Chiropractors in Dublin 2024
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Best Kebab in Dublin: 16 Mouth-Watering Places (2024 Edition)
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Thrill-Seekers’ Dream: Ireland’s Ultimate Rock Climbing Spots (2024 Critic’s Choice)
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Enjoy Illuminated Woodland Scenes, Giant Bees & More at Dublin Zoo’s Wild Lights!

byEkaterina A.
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Experience Dublin’s Darkest History with Dublin’s Horror Tour

byEkaterina A.
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Time Travel Back to 1858 with “Dickens in Dublin”

byEkaterina A.
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Dundrum On Ice: Discover Winter’s Best Kept Secret (2023 Edition)

byEkaterina A.
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This website contains general information, provided by HeyDublin. While effort is made to keep the data accurate, no guarantees are given regarding its completeness, accuracy, reliability, and suitability for any purpose. Information contained here should be only used as a guideline instead of relying upon it completely since full accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Any reproduction or redistribution without HeyDublin's authorization is strictly prohibited.
The names, logos, trademarks, and service marks (collectively "Trademarks") of any companies, accommodation providers, flight providers, car rental providers, or any other entities mentioned on this website are the property of their respective owners. If you believe that your work has been copied in a way that constitutes copyright infringement, or your intellectual property rights have been otherwise violated, please contact us immediately.
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